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Foreword

While many empirical studies over the years have shown that software development
skills and aptitude vary between individuals, the reality is that the size, complex-
ity and longevity of software development projects and artefacts far exceed what
any individual software developer can manage on her own. Collaboration among
individuals – from users to developers – is therefore central to modern day soft-
ware engineering. Collaboration takes many forms: joint activity to solve common
problems, complementary activity to solve diverse problems, and both social and
technical perspectives impacting all software development activity.

The difficulties of collaboration are also well documented. For example, when
managerial instinct in dealing with a problematic software project was to add more
developers to the development team, Fred Brooks observed and argued in his clas-
sic book The Mythical Man Month (Addison-Wesley, 1975) that such additions
impaired rather than speeded up development. Reflecting on Brooks’ observation,
one could argue that it is not the addition of developers per se that is problematic,
but the lack of effective means by which they are able to collaborate effectively that
is crucial. Indeed the grand challenge of effective collaboration is not only to ensure
that developers in a team deliver effectively as individuals, but that the whole team
delivers more than the sum of its parts.

Enabling effective collaboration of course is easier said than done. As this book
shows, there are many dimensions of collaboration, and many different develop-
ment contexts in which different forms of collaboration are necessary and effective.
The many tools and techniques that work in one context may not work in another.
Collaborative software engineering therefore provides a fertile ground for empirical
research on collaborative practices and collaboration tools, for technology research
on developing tools and techniques for supporting collaboration, and operational
research to understand organisational structures, processes, and experiences that
impact, or are impacted by collaboration. This book is a welcome contribution to
the research discourse in all these areas of study.

As a doctoral student some 20 years ago, I was very interested in understanding
and supporting multiple software development stakeholders, as they articulated their
differing perspectives of software problems and solutions, developed some shared
understanding of their problem and solution worlds, and crucially important in my
view, as they agreed to disagree about the parts of the world where their perspectives
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vi Foreword

differed. Acknowledging, understanding and tackling disagreements head on was
and is, in my view, fundamental to effective collaboration, and remains at the heart
of collaborative software engineering research. While much progress has been made
in the area of conflict management research, I believe that it remains a key area for
tackling the challenges of supporting effective collaborative software engineering.

The editors of this book have assembled an impressive selection of authors, who
have contributed authoritative body of work tackling a wide range of issues in the
field of collaborative software engineering. The book will be of tremendous value to
practitioners grappling with managing multi-person software development activity,
as well as researchers and students interested in the state-of-the-art and the many
research directions in this area. The volume is not simply a collection of papers,
but a thoughtful assembly of contributions, suitably structured and introduced by
the editorial team. Many of the chapters reflect on a body of research and practice
that spans many years gone past, while other chapters pose research questions and
describe research problems that are fundamental and long-standing. The result is a
reference book, a research resource, and a pleasurable read.

Milton Keynes, UK Bashar Nuseibeh
June 2009



Preface

Software engineering is almost always a collaborative activity. This book brings
together a number of recent contributions to the domain of Collaborative Software
Engineering (CoSE) from a range of research groups and practitioners. These range
from tools and techniques for managing discrete, low-level activities developers
engage in when developing parts of software systems; knowledge, project and pro-
cess management for large scale collaborative software engineering enterprises;
and new ways of organizing software teams including outsourcing, open sourcing,
highly distributed virtual teams and global software engineering. We believe that all
practitioners engaging in or managing collaborative software engineering practices,
researchers contributing to advancement of our understanding and support for col-
laborative software engineering, and students wishing to gain a deeper appreciation
of the underpinning theories, issues and practices within this domain will benefit
from most if not all of these contributions.

Introduction

Ever since people began to create software there has been a need for collaborative
software engineering. At some point people need to share their code and designs
with others. Software frequently grows large and complex, thus requiring a team
of multi-talented experts to work together to tackle the project. Such a team must
adopt suitable processes and project management to ensure the myriad of tasks are
completed; to keep track of what each other is doing; and to ensure the project
advances on-time, on-budget and with the software meeting appropriate quality lev-
els. The team must share both low-level artifacts and higher-level knowledge in
controlled, consistent ways, be proactively informed of changes others make, and
co-ordinate their work “in the small” as well as “in the large”. Various studies have
demonstrated that peer review of designs and code improve them, leading to collab-
orative testing and quality assurance practices. Recent trends have moved software
across organizational and country boundaries, including virtual software teams and
open source software development. Agile methods have brought bottom-up, human-
oriented processes and techniques to bear that are very different from traditional,
centralized and hierarchical development practices.
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Our understanding of and support for collaborative software engineering has
advanced tremendously over the past forty years. We understand that team formation
and management is not a straightforward task. However we are still learning about
formation, management and evolution in domains such as agile teams, projects with
substantive outsourcing, open source software, virtual software teams and global
software engineering domains. Knowledge management is critical in software engi-
neering and we have developed as a community many approaches to representing
knowledge about software as well as tools to facilitate its capture. However, shared,
evolving knowledge and appropriate tools and techniques to support this is less well-
understood from both theoretic and practical standpoints. How do we best represent
and collaboratively manage knowledge about requirements, architecture, designs,
quality assurance measures and software processes themselves? Social influences
on software engineering and teams have become more important as have organi-
zational implications. How do team members relate to one other and how to we
build effective team relationships for communication, co-ordination and collabora-
tion? How do we set up a successful multi-site software project? A successful open
source project? A successful outsourcing project?

The actual act of collaborative software creation has received much attention over
many years. But what are the right sets of tools and work practices to deploy on
a collaborative software engineering project to best-support engineers and ensure
quality? What are the unsolved issues around co-ordination especially in large
or highly distributed teams? Configuration management remains one of the most
challenging activities in collaborative software engineering.

Book Overview

We have divided this book into four parts, with a general editorial chapter provid-
ing a more detailed review of the domain of collaborative software engineering.
We received a large number of submissions in response to our call for papers and
invitations for this edited book from many leading research groups and well-known
practitioners of leading collaborative software engineering techniques. After a rig-
orous review process 17 submissions were accepted for this publication. We begin
by a review of the concept of collaborative software engineering including a brief
review of its history, key fundamental challenges, conceptual models for reason-
ing about collaboration in software engineering, technical, social and managerial
considerations, and define the main issues in collaborative software engineering.

Part I contains five chapters that characterize collaborative software engineer-
ing. This includes characterizing global software engineering via a process-centric
approach, requirements-driven collaboration using requirements/people relation-
ships, decoupling in collaborative software engineering, agile software development
and co-ordination, communication and collaboration, and applying the concept of
ontologies to collaborative software engineering.

Part II contains five chapters that examine various techniques and tool sup-
port issues in collaborative software engineering. This includes an analysis of
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awareness support in collaborative software development teams, an overview of sev-
eral approaches and tools to supporting continuous co-ordination, a maturity model
for outsourcing offshore, an architectural knowledge management platform, and a
set of design principles for collaborative software engineering environments.

Part III contains three chapters addressing the issue of organizational issues in
collaborative software engineering. This includes supporting the concept of col-
laborative software analysis and making analysis tools widely accessible, open
source software project communication and collaboration analysis and visualization
support, and a review and critique of multi-site software development practices.

Part IV contains four chapters looking at a variety of related issues in the collab-
orative software engineering domain. These include key open source/free software
development collaboration issues, configuration management and collaborative
development, knowledge sharing to support collaborative software architecting, and
rationale management to enhance collaborative requirements engineering. We con-
clude with a summary of current challenges and future directions in collaborative
software engineering.

What Is Collaborative Software Engineering?

Collaboration has been a necessity ever since software engineering began. The early
days of software engineering saw very limited process, technique and tool support
for collaboration. Early efforts to support collaboration were limited to structured,
waterfall-based processes, early version control tools, rigid team role special-
ization, and centralization of software activities. The advent of Computer-Aided
Software Engineering tools and Integrated Development Environments introduced a
wider, more accessible range of collaboration support mechanisms including aware-
ness support, collaborative analysis and reviews and iterative, rapid applications
development processes. More recently has seen the growth of distributed teams,
outsourcing, open source software projects, global software engineering processes
and highly decentralized team support tools.

Fundamental challenges in collaborative software engineering remain the same:
the need to share artifacts, communicate and co-ordinate work. These occur across
a spectrum of low-level to high-level. Low-level challenges include making shared
artifacts like code, tests and designs accessible in a timely manner to team members
while controlling access, ownership, integrity and quality. Large software projects
require effective version control and configuration management techniques and
tools. Knowledge management is fundamental especially around design rationale,
architecture and processes. Software development has changed dramatically over
the past 10 years. This is evidenced by new organizational and team dynamics
including open source software, software outsourcing, distributed teams, and global
software engineering. Choice of processes, project management, tools and evolution
of software in these domains is still an emerging field of research and practice.

Key technical considerations in collaborative software engineering revolve
around process, project management, knowledge and configuration management
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and tool platform selection and operation. A software process and project man-
agement regime must be chosen that supports collaboration appropriate to the
team, project and organizational circumstances. These range from small, single-
site/single-project teams, to large team/multi-project/multi-site domains. The later
may include outsourcing and open source components. Complex software systems
require effective knowledge management approaches and support tools. They also
require scalable configuration management tools. Tool platforms and collaboration-
supporting components have become very diverse. These range from small-team,
homogeneous IDEs with awareness and collaboration plug-ins to highly diverse
platforms where software engineering is part of a larger systems engineering activ-
ity. Communication support between engineers often becomes a crucial component
of the team support infrastructure.

Being an inter-personal and–often–inter-organizational activity, collaborative
software engineering introduces a number of social and managerial challenges.
Teams may be homogeneous or highly diverse in terms of culture, language and
location. This introduces many challenges to supporting collaboration at high levels
(process, project management) and low-levels (artifact sharing, consistency). Teams
may be comprised of many generalist’s e.g., agile methods or highly specialized
individuals or sub-teams whose efforts must be coordinated. An organization needs
to ensure appropriate management of teams and between teams. In particular, global
software engineering domains introduce very new and challenging problems, such
as in contracting and quality control in outsourcing, ownership and “group dynam-
ics” in multi-site projects, and overall project direction and co-ordination in open
source software projects.

Part I – Characterizing Collaborative Software Engineering

The five papers in this section identify a range of themes around the characteris-
tics of collaborative software engineering. There has been a dramatic increase in
interest in the concept of “global software engineering” over the past 10 years. This
has included the increasing number of distributed, multi-site software engineering
teams; outsourcing of software engineering activities, often in search of cost savings
and capacity limits, and open source software development. Each of these trends
brings with it added complexity to the engineering process—software engineers are
no longer co-located, are no longer in regular face-to-face contact (if at all), and
different time zones, cultures and languages enter the mix.

A number of studies have been undertaken to better-understand the issues of
collaboration challenges in such “virtual” software team environments. A key aim
is to understand factors that adversely impact on collaboration practices and fac-
tors that support communication, co-ordination and collaboration in such domains.
Studies have focuses on a range of organizations, projects and team sizes. One area
of particularly detailed study has been requirements engineering. A distributed team
develops and shares a set of requirements and a crucial factor impacting quality of
these is communication strategies.
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Knowledge engineering has become important in collaborative software
engineering. One aspect is the development of ontologies, or shared semantic mean-
ings, of software artifacts and processes. These enable co-ordination of activities
along with improved communication about shared concepts in domains ranging
from requirements engineering to software architecture.

Agile methods have become popular in many domains of software engineering.
A characteristic is their focus on people-centric aspects of software engineering
tasks, including communication and co-ordination. Pairing is one aspect of several
agile methods that offers a tangible way to encourage improved collaboration
outcomes.

Part II – Tools and Techniques

Software engineering requires a number of complex, interleaved activities to be car-
ried out. These must be organized into logically correct teamwork and be supported
by appropriate tools. Because of the challenges of supporting collaborating in an
already complex engineering process, a multitude of techniques and tools have been
developed to support almost all activities of collaborative software engineering.

Traditionally software engineering had been a co-located activity where team
members could expect some degree of face-to-face communication and collabora-
tion and co-ordination were important activities but discrete and compartmentalized.
Outsourcing parts of a software engineering project and highly iterative agile pro-
cesses have led to an increased interest in how to best support virtual, distributed
collaboration and communication and co-ordination for team activities that repeat
in days rather than months.

A range of support mechanisms and associated tool support have appeared in
recent years to address concerns in both traditional but more particularly these
newer domains of collaborative software engineering. Social networking-style sup-
port such as tagging, shared knowledge repositories and communication support
have become popular. New search-based support and associated visualization sup-
port have become more important as developers are less familiar with large tracts of
software systems. These include mining of software repositories and context-aware
filtering mechanisms in IDEs. Event-based support mechanisms have always been
popular in collaborative support environments. These have been explored further
in the context of both same-place and distance-located teams to support proactive
notification and various levels of group awareness.

Developer-centric software engineering tools are crucial and this includes sup-
port for collaboration. Areas of particular interest in these tools are knowledge
management and expertise communication. Knowledge management requires use
of shared ontologies and supporting authoring tools, but as importantly the develop-
ment of true “virual communities” where informal knowledge sharing is supported
and encouraged. Expertise communication is one aspect where the collaboration
environment allows increasingly geographically dispersed team members to better
communicate both knowledge and expertise relating to knowledge and tasks.
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Part III – Organizational Experiences

Multi-site, or geographically distributed software development, has introduced a
range of unknowns into software engineering practice and research. Of particular
note is the lack of guidance around process selection. When running a multi-site,
geographically distributed software project, what is the “best” software process to
choose to organize this activity, quite apart from tool, project management and team
selection issues? How can organizations make process choices, in particular, to best
exploit multiple time zones, team expertise, out-sourced and open-sourced parts of a
product, and ensure quality, cost and timeliness thresholds? Two fundamental ways
of organizing a distributed project are centralized control of overall process and
distribution of scoped design/code/test, compared with distributing different phases
e.g. requirements team, design and build team, testing team in different locations.

Open source software projects are an increasingly common model of distributed,
virtual software teams. Many studies have looked at collaboration aspects of such
projects, in particular the evolution of the code base and team communication and
co-ordination patterns. Recovering such information is challenging–often via bug
reports, detailed code analysis and informal interviews of key team members. It is
still an unsolved research problem how to best set up an open source project to
achieve high quality communication and co-ordination.

Software artifact analysis has been used extensively for many years. This
includes static analysis of source code, tests, designs and requirements and dynamic
analysis of execution traces, side-effects and formal models of code. Collaboration
around analysis has often been informal and poorly structured. Given the increasing
complexity of code and analysis tools and techniques, an open challenge is how
to share analysis processes and techniques, and also the tools supporting these,
particularly across organizations.

Part IV – Related Issues

A number of socio-technical issues arise in collaborative software engineering.
In free and open source software development projects these are particularly
challenging. Key issues include overall project ownership and co-ordination,
task de-composition, trust, accountability, commitment and social networking.
Collaboration affordances in the individual and group development ecosystem must
support both the range of collaboration activities but take into account the free and
open source domain of work.

Knowledge sharing is crucial in all domains of software engineering. Particular
domains of interest include requirements engineering and software architecture
where commissioner, engineer, manager and end user constraints intersect and often
must be balanced. Knowledge sharing in collaborative software architecting sup-
ports better decision making, surfacing of assumptions, and reasoning about design
decisions. In product line engineering, variability management is a key challenge,
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particularly when faced with multi-site software teams. Rationale management can
be used to augment the variability management process to improve collaboration
support in this context.

Configuration management has long been a challenge in software engineering
particularly as systems have grown enormously in size and complexity. As con-
figuration management requires integrating many software artifacts and ultimately
impacts all phases of proceeding development, configuration management support
systems have been an early contributor to collaborative software engineering infras-
tructure. They provide a shared space, awareness support, record and enable tracing
of team actions, and support both knowledge sharing and communication. Many
outstanding research and practice issues exist in each of these areas of configura-
tion management systems support, however, leading to next generation collaborative
software engineering tools.

Current Challenges and Future Directions

Collaborative software engineering has been a very heavily researched area and
almost all practicing software teams will need to engage in it. However, many chal-
lenges still present both in terms of adopting collaboration practices, processes and
tools and improving the state-of-the-art. Many of these challenges are long stand-
ing, and hence are fundamental to the act of working together to engineer shared
artifacts. These include assembling teams, dividing work, social networking within
and between teams, choosing best-practice processes, techniques and supporting
tools, and effective project management. Others have arisen due to new organi-
zational practices and technical advances, including open-sourced, out-sourced,
multi-site and agile software engineering contexts. We still do not know the ideal
way to share knowledge, facilitate the most effective communication, co-ordinate
massively distributed work, and design and deploy support tools for these activities.

Auckland, New Zealand John Grundy
Heidelberg, Germany Ivan Mistrík
Irvine, CA, USA André van der Hoek
Santa Cruz, CA, USA Jim Whitehead
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